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Drivetrain on demand 4WD yes automatic locking hubs yes Transmission 4-speed automatic
Drive type Four wheel drive electronic hi-lo gear selection yes mechanical center differential
yes. Fuel tank capacity 26 gal. Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 5. Power Feature Power
mirrors yes 2 one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated
mirrors yes. Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes compass yes external
temperature display yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front head room Rear Seat
Dimensions Rear head room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions
Front track Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Ground
clearance 8. Height Maximum payload lbs. Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related
to the Sierra Suspension front independent suspension yes solid live axle rear suspension yes
short and long arm front suspension yes. Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 3 yr. Rust 6 yr. Hybrid
Component 8 yr. Roadside 3 yr. See Sierra Inventory. Sign Up. Pewter Neutral Dark Pewter. So
how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't
waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us.
Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this
page. Add Complaint. Engine has lose of engine coolant over time with no evidence of leaks
found. We brought the truck to a GM dealer which told us this was a known defect issue. They
provided us with bulletin B document id which clearly state this was defect in the casting of the
castech heads. Clearly, GM should cover this cost since this obviously is a known defect.
Searching the internet you can see a large number of people experiencing this issue with little
or no help from GM. Crank vehicle turn corner, message engine power reduced, check engine
light appeared, turn around return feet to home, check all fluids connections turn off ignition,
unable to start engine, let sit, unable to start engine, drive wife to work other vehicle, recheck all
fluids connections, refill coolant, crank engine, coolant discharge on overflow line on cold
engine, kill engine would not start, go to autozone get extra coolant and new gas cap. Return
coolant level ok. Install new gas cap, engine hard to crank like vapor lock or no fuel to engine.
Crank engine, let run, kill engine. Unable to crank, return to work, return in 3 hours, reinstall old
gas cap, check fluid levels, ok. Crank engine let run for 5 minutes, check engine light still on,
wait one hour, crank engine back to normal check engine light off, engine run ok, drive short
test drive. Unable to operate vehicle safely for hour period, unsure if vapor lock, bad fuel, fuel
filter, bad plugs, coil on plugs, loose plug wire, etc. Never had any engine problems in the past.

Only instrument panel cluster failure, and steering click knock that was fixed by dealer.
Research problem on internet, it appears this is a throttle position sensor failure that GMC has
identified as a safety problem and made a special extended coverage for to current year
vehicles or ten years or miles. Fromresearch on computer, it appears tens of thousands of
comments regarding this loss of power and engine stop. I am older man and reacted with
caution and was near my home. Had I been on a busy street or highway a crash or injury would
most certainly occurred with this disabled vehicle the cause. I had never imagined this would
happen to me nor had I heard of it from any media source or dealer memos. I am hesitant to
drive any distance or on certain high traffic roads due to this problem recurring. Truck was
making a "knocking" noise upon start. Took to dealership mechanic and informed, based on the
noise and where it's coming from, it's most likely a cracked cylinder and informed this is
"common. Frustrating to say the least. It has low miles, serviced regularly. If this is "common"
why won't GMC step up and take care of it? Search CarComplaints. Took vehicle in for new
brakes and coolant leak. No complaint about brakes, but complaint about coolant leak. Coolant
leak issue is connected to GM tsb B and affects castech cylinder heads. The coolant is leaking
into the heads because of a known porosity issue. My engine will have to be replaced if the
problem is not addressed because of glycol contamination. GM dealer said to just "keep an eye"
on it. A second, independent mechanic, did confirm the coolant leak is not external and my
engine will fail if the heads are not replaced. This appears to be a known issue with GM for
manufacture years on the vehicles with the 5. Faulty castech heads are leaking coolant into
engine oil. GM is aware that the 5. It is not right to not stand behind your product. Exhaust in
passenger compartment. Service man informed me of broken bolts and that I must replace both
manifolds before next inspection. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. The
6. This engine was initially installed in Chevrolet and GMC trucks, and has been an option since
then in pickups, vans, and medium-duty trucks. In , production at Moraine was reportedly
limited to approximately , engines per year. RPO LB7 engine code "1" was first introduced in
and continued until early It is a valve design with high-pressure common-rail direct injection
and an experimental composite design cylinder head. It is a valve design with high-pressure
common-rail direct injection and aluminum cylinder heads. To meet this goal, they turned to a
newly developed Garrett turbocharger with a variable geometry vane system and installed an
EGR Valve. Learning from problems with injectors in the previous LB7, GM changed the valve
covers to allow access to the injectors without having to remove the valve covers, saving
significant labor costs if injector replacement became necessary. The first is VIN 2 produced in
late and early The second is VIN D. This was introduced in and continued into sold only in the
"classic" body style. It has an improved engine computer tune that produces increased power
and torque over the LLY version of the engine. The LMM engine code "6" debuted part way
through and ended production with the start of the calendar year and is mated to the 6-speed
Allison transmission. The LMM was the only Duramax offered for model years â€” It is a further
advanced version of the LMM engine with the majority of the changes addressing a required
drastic reduction in engine emissions. Some mechanical aspects of the engine, such as piston
oil flow design for improved temperature control and oil pump design, were also improved to
enhance durability even further. The LML engine was significantly updated for to provide
improved exhaust emissions that comply with the new federal emission standards for diesel
engines, provide better engine rigidity and further noise reduction. This engine has a fuel
injector in the exhaust tract, to allow raw fuel injection during the particulate filter recycling
routine. The L5P duramax is the latest version of the Duramax V8 diesel engine. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the Duramax V8. For the Duramax
6-cylinder, see Isuzu 6H engine. Motor vehicle engine. Archived from the original on May 14,
Retrieved May 9, Retrieved 14 December Hidden categories: All articles with dead external links
Articles with dead external links from March Articles with permanently dead external links
Webarchive template archiveis links Articles with short description Short description is different
from Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Svenska Edit links. Duramax LML. OHV 4
valves x cyl. Garrett variable-geometry vane with intercooler. High-pressure common-rail direct
injection. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Duramax engines. The LS based
small-block engine is the primary V-8 used in General Motors ' line of rear-wheel-drive cars and
trucks. Introduced in January , it is a "clean sheet" design with only rod bearings, lifters, and
bore spacing in common with the longstanding Chevrolet small-block V-8 that preceded it as
the basis for GM small-block V-8s. The basic LS variations use cast iron blocks, while
performance editions are all aluminum with cast iron cylinder liners. Variants of the LT version
of the GM small-block have been used since. Most of the credit for this engine family must go to

Ed Koerner, GM's Powertrain vice president of engineering operations at the time. The
performance improvements in the LS-family V-8s over the previous classic small-block V-8
family are several. The lower section of the block incorporates deep side skirts, along with
6-bolt cross-bolted main bearing caps. This fully boxes the crankshaft, creating a very strong
and rigid structure that has been hot-rodded by enthusiasts to over 1,HP. Although it is the
same compact physical size as the classic small-block V-8, this block can accept a 4-inch stroke
as an option in its stock form, due to the cam location being elevated slightly, compared to
previous block designs. Also, the cam bearing journals are larger, to allow for a higher cam-lift
profile than was previously possible. The stock aluminum heads can provide a high amount of
air-flow, which previously could only be found in aftermarket race-performance heads. The
aluminum heads also incorporate steam vents to prevent gas pockets from building up in
critical areas, and this is vital in allowing the coolant to manage heat build-up for
high-performance applications. Such design features allow for a higher compression ratio with
no fear of detonation. The thermostat has been located at a low position, which eliminates the
possibility of a gas pocket preventing the thermostat from properly sensing the heat of the
coolant. Previous generations incorporated a coolant passage through the intake manifold to
warm the incoming fuel-air mixture in very cold climates. However, modern fuel-injection
techniques eliminate fuel atomization concerns under all conditions, so the LS family uses a dry
intake manifold. This removes a common coolant leakage point and also allows the incoming air
to remain as cool as possible for better power production. The architecture of the LS series
makes for an extremely strong engine block with the aluminum engines being nearly as strong
as the iron generation I and II engines. The LS engine also used coil-near-plug style ignition to
replace the distributor setup of all previous small-block based engines. The cylinder firing order
was changed to so that the LS series now corresponds to the firing pattern of other modern V-8
engines for example the Ford Modular V The first of the Generation IIIs, the LS1 was the
progenitor of the new architecture design that would transform the entire V-8 line and influence
the last of the Big Blocks. The Generation III 5. The extra horsepower was claimed to come from
the intake ram-air effect available in the SS and WS6 models. The LS6 shares its basic block
architecture with the GM LS1 engine , but other changes were made to the design such as
windows cast into the block between cylinders, improved main web strength and bay to bay
breathing, an intake manifold, and MAF-sensor with higher flow, a camshaft with higher lift and
more duration, a higher compression ratio of The casting number, located on the top rear edge
of the block, is The 4. Catharines, Ontario and Romulus, Michigan. It uses flat top pistons. L59
denoted a flexible fuel version of the standard fuel LM7 engine. Vortec s are built in St. Another
engine variant, the L33, shares the same displacement, but has an aluminum block with cast in
cylinder liners, much like the LS1. It has a cast-iron block and aluminum heads and can be
considered the "garden variety" version of the Generation III V-8s. The L33 uses flat top pistons
from the 4. It also uses cylinder heads, which are identical to castings found on LS6s and LS2s,
lacking only the Corvette spec valve springs and hollow stem exhaust valves on the LS6. This
combination increased the compression from 9. The L33 also had a specific camshaft not
shared with any other engine, specs. It was only available on extended cab 4WD pickup trucks.
The 6. There were two versions of this engine: LQ4, and LQ9, the latter being more performance
oriented. The Vortec is a V-8 truck engine. The Vortec LQ4, is a V-8 truck engine. This engine
was renamed as the VortecMAX for LQ9s are built only in Romulus, Michigan. Based on the
Generation III design, Generation IV was designed with displacement on demand in mind, a
technology that allows every other cylinder in the firing order to be deactivated. It can also
accommodate variable valve timing. A 3 valves per cylinder design was originally slated for the
LS7, which would have been a first for a GM pushrod engine; but the idea was shelved owing to
design complexities and when the same two-valve configuration as the other Generation III and
IV engines proved to be sufficient to meet the goals for the LS7. This family of blocks was the
first of the generation IV small block with the LS2 being the progenitor of this family and
generation. This family of blocks has seen a wide range of applications from performance
vehicles to truck usage. It features either a cast iron or aluminum engine block with cast
aluminum heads. Certain versions feature variable cam phasing , Active Fuel Management , and
Flex-fuel capability. The LS2 was introduced as the Corvette's new base engine for the model
year. It also appeared as the standard powerplant for the â€” GTO. It is similar to the
high-performance LS6 , but with improved torque throughout the rpm range. The compression
of the LS2 was also raised to While the displacement on demand technology was disabled on
Holdens, this feature is enabled on the Pontiac G8 GT and subsequently refitted in the model
Holdens with AFM enabled, but only on models fitted with the 6L80 Automatic Transmission.
The engine also meets Euro III emissions requirements. Production of the truck-spec L76
started in late , and it was only available with the new body style Silverado and Sierra, as well as

the then-new Suburban. The final year for the truck-spec L76 was for all three applications; it
was replaced by the 6. The L98 is a slightly modified version of the L Since Holden did not use
the displacement on demand technology of the L76 , some redundant hardware was removed to
form the L The L77 differs from the L76 with its inclusion of Flex-fuel capability, allowing it to
run on E85 ethanol. It shares the same bore and stroke as its LQ4 predecessor. Like other Gen
IV engines, it features variable valve timing. Redline is 6, rpm and the compression ratio is 9.
The L96 is essentially identical to its predecessor, the LY6. It has a Engine VIN code of 5. In this
engine was selected by Wards as one of the 10 best engines in any regular production vehicle.
The LZ1 is almost entirely based on its predecessor, the LFA , but with some revisions, such as
including up-integrated electronic throttle control, long-life spark plugs, GM's Oil Life System,
Active Fuel Management and variable valve timing. Applications of this family were mainly for
trucks but did see some mild usage with some modifications in front-wheel-drive cars. The
smallest member of the Generation IV engine family is unique in that it is the only member of
that family that is used in trucks that do not feature variable valve timing. It has a cast-iron
block. The Vortec L20 makes more power and features variable valve timing. The system
adjusts both intake and exhaust timing but does not come with Active Fuel Management. The
Generation IV 5. Introduced in , the LMF is a lower-tech version used in the lower volume
half-ton vehicles cargo vans with AWD that still used the 4 speed automatic, and do not use
Active Fuel Management. It is the aluminum block counterpart to the LY5. Power and torque
ratings for SUV and pickup truck applications are the same as each application's LY5 rating.
Variable valve timing was added for the model year. It was the most basic engine of its family, it
did not use any special technology. The LH8 is a variant of the 5. In , the LH8 was replaced by
the LH9. Though it has the same displacement as the Vortec LY5 , it features an aluminum block
instead of iron, and it uses the same cylinder head casting as the Generation III LS6 engine. The
bell-housing bolt pattern differs from the rear-wheel-drive blocks. This engine is adapted for
transverse front-wheel drive applications. All accessories are driven by a single serpentine belt
to save space. The water pump is mounted remotely with an elongated pump manifold that
connects it to the coolant passages. Revised oil pan baffles, or windage trays, are incorporated
into the LS4 to ensure that the oil sump stays loaded during high-g cornering. Inspired by the
LS1. R in size and performance goals, this family of blocks was designed for race-oriented
performance. The only engine with this bore size that was used in a production vehicle is the
LS7 with the LSX being only for aftermarket use. One unique feature of this family is that the
cylinders are siamesed, no water passages between neighboring cylinders. The block is
changed, with sleeved cylinders in an aluminum block with a larger bore 4. The small-block's 4.
The crankshaft and main bearing caps are forged steel for durability, the connecting rods are
forged titanium, and the pistons are hypereutectic. The two-valve arrangement is retained,
though the titanium intake valves by Del West have grown to 2. Most of these engines are
installed in the Z06, some are also sold to individuals by GM as a crate engine. The and z28
were the only Camaros to receive the LS7. After an extensive engineering process over several
years, Holden Special Vehicles fitted the LS7 to a special edition model: the W This family was
designed as a replacement for the LS2 but enlarged to better accommodate variable valve
timing and Active Fuel Management while still generating good performance. This family of
engines has mainly seen duty in performance cars and high-end SUVs. It is an all-aluminum
design which, while still a pushrod engine , boasts variable valve timing. The system adjusts
both intake and exhaust timing between two settings. Engines built prior to April 1, contained
AFM components, but the software was not present in the PCM and thus the system was not
functional. Engines built after this date did not have any AFM components, and instead used a
valley cover plate similar to the L20, save for the L94 variants mentioned below. The LS3 was
introduced as the Corvette's new base engine for the model year. The block is an updated
version of the LS2 casting featuring a larger bore of It also features higher flowing cylinder
heads sourced from the L92 , a more aggressive camshaft with 0. Improved manufacturing
efficiency makes these heads cheaper than the outgoing LS6 heads, and severely undercuts
aftermarket heads. The large valves, however, limit maximum rpm - in the L76 with AFM , and in
the LS3 with hollow stem valves. In addition to the above, a dual-mode exhaust package with a
bypass on acceleration was available on C6 Corvettes. The dual-mode exhaust uses
vacuum-actuated outlet valves, which control engine noise during low-load operation, but open
for maximum performance during high-load operation. The system is similar to the C6 Z06, but
uses a 2. A similar system was optional on later model 5th generation Chevrolet Camaros and
standard on the Chevrolet SS, but no horsepower or torque increases were advertised on those
vehicles. The L99 is derived from the LS3 with reduced output but adds Active Fuel
Management formerly called Displacement on Demand and variable valve timing , which allows
it to run on only four cylinders during light load conditions. Cylinder dimensions are now bore

and stroke of It is equipped with an Eaton four-lobe Roots type supercharger and has a
compression ratio of 9. The supercharged 6. GM labeled it "the most powerful ever offered in
Cadillac's nearly year history". The LSA features a smaller 1. Other differences include a slightly
lower 9. In , wardsauto. The new logo formally adopts the Small Block name for the engines. The
fifth generation of the iconic GM small block engine family features the same cam-in-block
architecture and 4. Refinements and new or revised components are used throughout, including
a revised cooling system and all-new cylinder heads. All Gen V engines are aluminum blocks
except for the L8T with aluminum cylinder heads , and include direct injection , piston cooling
jets, active fuel management , variable displacement oil pump, and continuously variable valve
timing. However, they all retain their ancestors' two-valve pushrod valvetrain. This family of
blocks was the first of the generation V small block with the LT1 being the progenitor of this
family and generation. Like its LS3 predecessor, it gets its displacement from a bore and stroke
of It was designed specifically with mid-engine placement and dry-sump lubrication in mind.
The L86 is an LT1 engine modified for truck use with a compression ratio of In , GM introduced
the L87 as the successor to the L The L8T is the first iron block member of the Gen V family. It
shares its The compression ratio is The longer stroke yields little additional peak torque output
compared to the L86, but only requires 87 Octane. The stroke is also shorter than the LS7's
Rather than allow a "high-strung" small block to fail the HD truck market, the iron block, lack of
both stop-start and cylinder deactivation, longer stroke and rod ratio, lower compression, mere
87 Octane requirement, and greater displacement all suggest that the L8T was designed
specifically to assuage the HD truck market's concerns. Although smaller than the previous 2. It
draws its name from the 5. The original LT5 is rarely known as a Chevy small block V8, as it was
designed and built with Lotus, and implements a DOHC 32 valve multi-port injection system,
instead of the push-rod design. The new and unrelated LT5, however, has increased its
displacement from 5. It simultaneously couples the standard direct injection system found on
Gen 5 engines with port fuel injection. Dubbed EcoTec3 5. The L8B is an eAssist mild hybrid
version of the L83 featuring a. The L82 is one of two 5. The L84 is one of two 5. The L84 is
distinguished from the L82 by the presence of the Dynamic Fuel Management System and is
either available or standard on mid- to high-level trims. These V6 engines are based on the V-8
version of the Gen V family, but with two fewer cylinders - a design lineage that dates back to
the previous 4. Dubbed EcoTec3 4. It gets its displacement from bore and stroke of Firing order
is This engine replaces the unrelated 4. Note 1: depending upon vehicle application truck, suv,
car ; horsepower, torque, and fuel requirements will vary. VIN code indicating engine RPO is
usually not consistent between vehicle types cars or trucks or years. It is typically only present
when the engine is cold and disappears as the engine reaches operating temperature. The noise
of 'piston slap' often is louder when listening for it below the oil pan. Another common problem
with the 5. This is commonly called the 'Castech Head' failure on the internet. GM issued a TSB
on this failure to help service techs identify the problem. The head casting number which can be
viewed from the passenger side of the vehicle just in front of the valve cover was Some heads
with this casting number would fail but not all of them as GM had different suppliers for the
same head. The failure was due to undetected porosity around the oil drains in the head. In ,
Chevrolet Performance began to offer the build your own engine program for LS7 part number
or LS9 part number crate engines. It also provides customers the experience of visiting GM's
unique Performance Build Center in Wixom, Michigan , where they will join a specially trained
engine builder to assist in the start-to-finish assembly of the engine they purchased â€” from
installing the crankshaft in the cylinder block to topping off the engine with its intake system. In
the case of the LS9, it also means installing the supercharger assembly. Upon completion, a
personalized nameplate is added to the engine. The program's venue was reported to be
relocated to the Corvette assembly plant in Bowling Green, Kentucky. The LS7. R engine is a
variation of the LS7 used in the highly successful C6. R American Le Mans Series racecar. It
was designed with help from drag racing legend Warren Johnson. This block incorporates two
extra rows of head-bolt holes per bank for increased clamping capacity. The six bolt steel main
caps are the same ones used on the LS7 engine. The engine debuted at the auto show in a
customized Camaro owned by Reggie Jackson. The LSX will be available starting the second
quarter of , set to be available in authorized dealerships and retailers on March 31, Chevrolet
Performance LSX Bowtie block includes LSX specific six-bolts-per-cylinder head bolt pattern,
billet-steel six-bolt dowel-located main bearing caps, extra-thick deck for maximum clamping
force, extra-thick cylinder walls allow increased bore capacity maximum 4. LSXB15 part number
includes forged steel crankshaft, forged powdered metal I-beam rods both the crankshaft and
rods from LSA engine and forged aluminum pistons 9. It is designed for production-style
supercharger and turbo systems used without enhancements or modifications. Noonan Race
Engineering developed two billet aluminum blocks based on the LS engine. Bore sizes are up to

4. The billet construction provides added block integrity suited to high horsepower applications.
The block design incorporates turbocharger pressure feed lines in the front of the valley and oil
dump ports in the side of the block to return oil to the sump. In addition to the solid block, a
waterjacketed version was also designed to provide better cooling options for street or
endurance purposes. Noonan also has developed intake manifolds for the LS; specifically for
turbocharging or twin turbo charging or supercharging. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Wikimedia Commons. Sequential multi-port fuel injection. Generation IV. Aluminum , Cast iron.
Gasoline , E Wet sump , Dry sump. Generation III. Generation V. Direct injection. Chevrolet
Corvette C7. Chevrolet Camaro SS. Chevrolet Corvette Stingray. Chevrolet Corvette Z Chevrolet
Camaro ZL1. Chevrolet Corvette ZR1. Aftermarket [30]. Their four generations have appeared
every five to seven years: to , to , to , and to the present. The site has collected different
problems about the GMC Sierra. The model years with the most problems reported were and ,
with more than 60 complaints each year, followed by , , , and , with more than 40 each year. Of
the problems, five different complaints have been reported 90 or more times. The biggest issue,
reported by people, is that the four-wheel-drive transfer case position sensor or the selector
switch may fail. If that happens, the service 4WD message would display. The transfer case
control module does store fault codes, which help to figure out exactly what problem caused
the message to display. The problem affects trucks from through plus and The issue appears on
average around , miles. Another people reported the second-biggest issue where heating and
air conditioning temperature and air delivery mode door actuators may fail. If one or more
delivery mode door actuators fail, the HVAC system may not produce correct temperatures or
air delivery. The HVAC system stores fault codes, which help with diagnosis. The issue appears
in model years from through and appears at around , miles on average. Reported by people, the
third-biggest problem is the failure of the fuel level sensor. Repairing it involves replacing either
the sensor or the entire fuel pump module. The issue was most common in model years through
It appeared on average at around , miles. In addition, 99 people reported that a clunking sound
may come from the upper intermediate steering shaft. Most affected are model years to , to , and
To fix this, the instrument cluster has to be sent out to a repair facility. The warranty has been
extended to seven years or 70, miles to cover issues with some of these units. The issue

popped up more in earlier model years, including to , but it has also been seen in , , , and
RepairPal has not had any issues submitted for the Sierra since the model year. RepairPal info.
A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
6 way round wiring diagram
2006 chevy uplander transmission
pontiac solstice radio
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

